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GVU Proposal Stalled In The Senate
BY BILL ROHN
To the surprisj of many GVSC ad
ministrators, State Senator Gary Bykrr’s
bill to change GVSC’s name to Grand
Valley- University has yet to be released
from the Senate's Colleges and Univers
ities Committee.
The holdup may be due in large part
to a five page letter to Colleges and Uni
versities Committee members from Jeff
Dongvillo. a GVSC student.
Dongvillo's letter asked Committee
members to withhold action on the bill
until. "Such time as the (GVSC commun
ity) has been made aware of the facts in
this matter and been allowed time for
deliberation and careful consideration
resulting in a responsible decision by in
ternal governments of the Colleges."
Dongvillo further charged that it
would not be appropriate for the Com
mittee to take action because of “ Limit
ed communication and deliberation by
the campus community, no official action
by faculty and students, and misleading
arguments (by President Lubbers).”
The letter was presented to senators
because Dongvillo, "heard that the bill
would be reported out Thursday. ! didn't
think enough study had been done so I
decided to testify."
Under "Limited Deliberation and
Communication” Dongvillo reported that President Lubbers had only requested
"straw votes” from faculty.
"Lubbers told faculty members that,
if wc changed our name to ‘Univer
sity’, a 19% funding increase would be
possible for the 77-78 fiscal year. He said

that otherwise the (Alleges would conti
nue to experience severe budget trouble,"
said Dongvillo. “ I do not think that the
faculty could have been expected to op
pose the name change if thev saw it as a
way to take their jobs out of jeopardy. "
"Further, I was told by Senate Fis
cal Agents that a name change wuuln't
automatically mean more money for
Grand Valley.
Under proposed “ formula funding"
for higher education, state schools are
divided into 3 mam groupings; The "Big
Three" Universities (MSU, U of M, WSU)
other Universities, and State Colleges.
GVSC administrators were recently told
that a change from "college" to "univer
sity" status would result in higher levels
of funding.
If the senators had planned to release
the bill to the Senate floor Thursday,
Dongvillo’s testimony appeared to have
changed their minds. The bill was not re
leased and, because of Committee recess,
will not be reconsidered until at least
April 26.
Asked Tuesday if he felt that there
was much opposition to the name change,
Dongvillo said, " I’m not really debating
the merits of a name change. I’m saying
that there has not been enough serious
consideration to this point." He added
that he had found at least 20-25 students
and 10-12 faculty members who agreed
with him.
Dave Sharphorn, GVSCs Director of
College Relations, said Tuesday that he
had expected that the bill would have
been reported out of Committee on April

Lanthorn photo by Tom Sumntr

Dongvillo:

“ Name change wouldn’t automatically mean more money."

8 and that the delay may mean that "To be pessimistic, there is a chance that
Grand Valley’s seniors will not be affect the bill will not l>c given a high enough
ed by the name change.
priority to be passed in time to effect
"(kinsidcring the various legislative June graduates."
processes, the chances of a name change
before graduation would have been much
Sharphorn said that he “ could find
better had the bill been released last no opposition” to the proposed name
Thursday," said Sharphorn, adding tliat change in the Legislature

M S Proceeds Ripped
Circle K Seeks Return
BY JOHN KUBCZAK
In March, the GVSC Veterans Brotherhood and Circle K organiza
tions raised over $4,000 for persons afflicted with Multiple Sclerosis.
last Wednesday someone decided they needed the money worse
than those suffering from the disease of the nervous system, and took
approximately $420 from an envelope that had been inadvertently left
in a women's restroom.
The money was pan of the pledges from the MS Dance Marathon
held March 5, 6 and 7 at Woodlend Mall, sponsored by Circle K and the
Vets. Campus Activities had been asked to take charge of che proceeds
from the dance, and t. member of that department was on her way to
deliver part of it to the Cashier's Office in lake Michigan Hall. They
money was left for only a few seconds in the restroom, but that was
apparently enough ume for someone to remove $420. The thief left
about S673 in cash and checks.
Campus police chief Purl Cobb said that the Campus Activities
worker concerned had been “ most cooperative” in the case, and that
their investigation was still ongoing Circle K president Michelle John
son wanted it made dear that absolutely no questions would be asked
of anyone returning the money, and that "it is totally up to the indivi
dual concerned how they want to go about getting the money back to
us. All we want to do is get it to some people who really need it-M S
victims.*'
• r T -5 -a Last Thursday afternoon,
o f the U ltim ate F rabee Team
pu t in som e practice on the
They were |
m g for a m eet at Western M ichigan University.

Circle K advisor Lee Kaufmaim (extension 266). members Don
Slabaugh (895-6060). Steve B an t (SIS-B067), ami Michelle Johnson
(•95-4156) can be contacted.
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Playing The Name Game
What's in a name? The question is, we hope, being taken
very seriously by members of The Grand Valley State C o l
leges and by key senators on the state's Colleges and Universi
ties committee.
Grand Valley State Colleges, by any other name, would
be better funded; such is the apparent opinion of the G V S C
(those are today's initials) administration.
Grand Valley State Colleges, by any other name, may be
radically changed. Such a change really ought to be better
researched; such is the mood of Jeff Dongvillo (and 20-25
students and 10-12 faculty members he tells us).
Grand Valley State Colleges, by any other name, "m ay
just feature a bunch of piddly-assed new grad schools but,
what the hell, there may be another half-a-million bucks in it
so I guess ifs O K ." Those are the exact words of a G V S C
faculty member who participated in one of President Lub
bers' straw votes.
members of the Lanthorn have found nc strong feelings
for or agsinst the name change on this campus.
And we conclude that some serious discussion may yet
dear the haze.
Orand Valley, by any other name....

A short time ago, G V S C razed the last of its five or so
barns.
In the old days of the Colleges, folks used to gather
round and have huge barn burnings. Everyone was invited,
even the Allendale Fire Dept. Good times were enjoyed by
all but the barn.
The campus was built on old farmland complete with
several old barns and farmhouses. Most have since fallen to
the torch or wreckers.
This all happened before the comm unity discovered the
true value of a barn, as an art object.
Our last was surrounded by a growing art village, growing
so fast that when a new building was proposed for the site,
the ancient one went without question.
I have personally questioned the credibility of G V S C s art
community for some time.
When the colleges must go
outside to buy art to decorate the campus and its buildings,
faith is shaken.
Now G V S C is out of barns. The last one went without
a single protest, at least not loud enough for us to hear at the
Lanthorn. The question I expected the art comm unity to ask
would have beer: W hy not build the new building some
place else? After all, G V S C isn't exactly hurting for space.
Instead, the G V S C art com m unity sacrificed what little
integrity they had left for a new building, so afraid they
m i0tt lose it if they questioned.
Maybe in the future it will all pay off and the Colleges
will bloom with brilliant artists but right now the ones we've
got look pretty week.

EDITOR:
1 was not aware that the "Turn in a
Doper” program was in effect here at
GVSC, specifically referring to the dorms.
If people do not have anything better to
do than to go around making a big deal
out of an almost obsolete law, then there
is something wrong. The law also says
that it is illegal for two persons to ride
one bicycle, but you would be nuts if
you called the authorities on somebody
for it, right?
Might J suggest that you (you know
who you are) busy yourself with some
thing that is more worthwhile like playing
baseball or schoolwork instead of trying
to save the world from the evils of Mari
juana.
Very Respectably,
RJE II
EjC Jr
WMF

If you are arrested:
1. As soon as you are arrested, ask
for a lawyer. You have the right to
contact a lawyer.
2. If you are charged with a crime
for which you can go to jail, you
have the right to a lawyer. If you
cannot pay for a lawyer, you have
the right to a free, court-appointed
lawyer. You must ask the judge to
appoint you a lawyer.
3. Do not say anything or sign any
thing until your lawyer comes.
If police break the law:
1. If police hit you or call you ugly
names, you can protect your rights
by filing a complaint. Do not argue,
fight or run away. You may be
seriously hurt or even killed.
2. You can complain to the police
department itself, and in some in
stances, to the FBI. If you think
your constitutional rights have been
violated, contact the American Civil
Liberties Union of Western Michigan
at 45 3-851 1.

.. .What to do if You're Stopped. . .

EDITOR.
The Western Michigan branch of the
American Civil Liberties Union has re
ceived several complaints from people
who feel they have been illegally stopped,
searched and possibly harassed, especially
by members of the Ottawa County Sher
iffs Department. We do not know if
these charges are accurate or if there is a
pattern to them. However, because we
fee! that each person should know his of
her legal rights when dealing with the po
lice, we offer the following advice. All
people have the same rights when they
are stopped or arrested by the police,
whether they are guilty or innocent of a
crime.
If you are stopped by the police:
1. You do not have to answer any
questions except your name and ad
dress. If you make any admissions,
they will be later used against you.
2. If you are in your car, you should
get out, close and lock the door and
move away from the car. The police
man may ask to see your driver’s
license.
3. The policeman may search you
for weapons by patting the outside
of your clothing.
4. If the policeman asks to search
inside your car or the trunk, you
may tell him you do not want him to
search your car, but do not try to
stop him if he does.
5. Under no circumstances should
you argue with, fight, or run away
from a policeman, even if you are
innocent.

1
SAVE MONEY AND YOUR EARS
Do your recording on high quality
B.A.S.F. recording tapes.
B.A.S.F. invented audio tapes. You
can get fresh factory tapes, less than
Vi o f the list price.
EX. 90 min. chrome cassette:
List p rice_______ $3.60
Our price...............$2.40
Price sheets and order forms are
now
available at. 169LK. Huron
Hall
(T .J.C Recourse center) or
call
434-9643
or
write to:
147 Union N.E. No. 2.
Grand Rapids. ML 49503

Please note that the above should not
be considered an exhaustive list of rights.
Perhaps the best advice we can give is to
stay cool and be courteous.
Yours truly,
Bruce J. Klein. Chairman
Western Michigan Branch of ACLU

. . . The Last o f the Lantoon. . .

EDITOR >
In last’s week’s issue there were seve
ral letters critical of the Lantoon. Per
haps it is my warpedser.se of humor, but
I read the Lantoon cover to cover and
nearly split my sides. I even read the
sports section, something I seldom do
normally.
After last semester it seemed the
Lanthorn had degenerated considerably
in terms of having something to say. 1
think it’s extremely healthy for a college,
an organization, or-an individual to b<*
able to sit back and laugh at themselves—
not take things too seriously all the time.
Anyway, I thought (and I don’t
think I’m alone) the Lantoon was a good
comic relief with an outrageous sort of
message.
Sincerely,
Glenn Fontaine

FORBfON
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rking Ideas

BY DOUG GUTHRIE
The President's Executive Council
met on March 12 and approved a list of
recommendations from a GVSC parking
task force. President l.ubhers emphasized
that strict enforcement of all regulations
begin immediately.
One month later the question re~
iliv | IAll• Ij£
llll*
proved? Marybeth Casassa, Student Chair
person of the Traffic Judiciary, said,"No,
they haven't done anything yet.”
Casassa, whose committee hears ail
appeals on campus .traffic violations,
claims that most of the problems the
parking task force was formed to solve
still exist and that little has been done to
implement the task forces’ recommenda
tions.
The task forces’ recommendations
included:
-A dditional signs to mark reserved park
ing areas.
-C ars parking illegally on roadways and
in handicapped spaces wiii get the wheellock and a $5 fine.
—Persons guilty of the above offense
more than three times in a single year will
receive S10 fines thereafter.
—The Chief of Police is authorized to
have cars causing a hazard towed away
(action is limited to offenders blocking
exits and entrances or endangering or in
conveniencing others!)
-T h e Ravine Apartments overflow lot
will have 15 of its spaces designated as 15
minute visitor parking.
-Parking meters will replace the 15 min
ute visitor parking signs at each dorm and
Ravine Center (two meters at each dorm
and two in front of Ravine Center).
-Parking lots G and K are to be given
first consideration in this summer’s ex
pansion program.
-A ll campus walkways will be physically
blocked to all unauthorized vehicles.
Authorized vehicles will be allowed to use
only the library and AuSable access
roads.
Out of the eight recommendations
only two have been acted on.
Campus Police Chief Purl Cobb ex-
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Campus Cantar
GVSC, AHandala, Mich.

QUESTION:
Why is the late registration fee so
kitvK?
1 had to wait until the drop and add
period was almost finished before one
prof would let me into his class. I went
to the Cashier’s Office and got hit by that
$20 late fee. That’s a lot of money to
charge for just a little paperwork.
ANSW ER:
Chick Bresky at the Records Office
answered your -question by explaining
that the fee is meant more as an encour
agement to register on time, thus pleasing
the State Auditor General's Office.
—
|,-- —
I—— m

The new official GVSC map shows alT the present parking facilities on campus.
plained that the campus walkways have
been blocked off to vehicular traffic by
placing large rocks and benches on the
paths. John Scherrf of the Plant Depart
ment has ordered that Plant’s vehicles
only use the walkways when absolutely
necessary.
Cobb further explained that his de
partm ent’s enforcement of parking rules
and fines is now stricter, that the wheellock and the $5 fines are being used.
Casassa pointed out however, that ” 1
haven't seen anyone tow a car away,
yet some of them should be." She felt
that one of the biggest problems with
GVSC’s commuters is their rudeness to

*!• • • QJJ*

registration involves a lot, not a little,
paperwork, all o f which must be procesaed by hand instead of by computer.

one another. "People arc always parking
3 deep and blocking each other in," she
said. “There is no way to get a fire truck
to the Ravine Apartments sometimes."
Casassa also insisted that the addi
tional signs suggested by the task force
arc necessary, but still not installed. “ It’s
really ridiculous to have to put up a sign
in front of every reserved parking slot,"
she said, "but clearer markings would
solve a lot of problems."
The new signs will not be installed
until the end of this term according to
Cobh ami the parking meters some
time licforc the fall.

Colleges To Run On Two
Semesters Starting Fall ‘77
BY DAVE WAl.KF.R

Lanthorn
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As has been rumored for some time,
the All-College Academic Senate Calendar
Task Force has decided to recommend
that GVSC adopt the semester class
scheduling system for Fall term o f 1977.
The Task Force came to its decision
after reviewing the possible options of
the ‘traditional’ semester of tw o 14-18
week sessions; the ’early' semester (like
the first, but beginning esrlicr); GVSC's
present quarter system; the trimester systern o f three equal semesters; and the
•four-four-one’ system o f two 15-week
semesters and a one-month short term.
Early in its deliberations, the Task
Force eliminated all but the quarter,
either form of semester, and the trimester
systems on the grounds of increased costs
and complexities. Then, after noting the
difficulties and costs inherent in the pres
ent system, and the increased energy
costs in going to a five-day class week in
the summer inherent in the trimester syste a , the Task Force decided to recommend the early semester system be
adopted.

The Task Force vote was 6-2 in favor
of the recommendation:
Chairperson
Phyllis Thompson, and Members Eva
Atkinson, Hugh Haggard, Eugene Klippel,
Pamela Kurtzman and Anthony Parise
voting for; Jeff Dongvillo and Russell
Will dissenting.
Dor^villo and Will, in an attached
m inenty report, ested minimal or inta,igi
ble savings on the move, the advantages
of the semester system being available
through modification of the present
system, the unknown costs of the chtngc
over itself, and the lack of concrete sup
port on the part of the college communi
ty as the rationale for their dissent.
The two further recommended that
there be a public referendum o f the stu
dent, faculty, and administration on the
question; if the changeover is approved,
that guidelines and a timetable estab
lished for the changeover; that the costs
Qf ^ changeover itself not be passed on
to the students in the form o f a tuition
increase; and if the recommendation is
^
approved, that the question be reopened at a later date.

Fourth Annual

Starts

Next Wednesday
ALLENDALE-Students from more than
twenty-two Michigan high schools will
represent forty-five nations in the
"Fourth Annual Grand Valley Model
United Nations," to be held at Grand Val
ley State Colleges. Wednesday. April 21
to Saturday, April 24. The event in
GVSC’s Campus Center is sponsored by
the Grand Valley Model United Nations
(GVMUN) student organization at the
colleges.
Program of the event will include a
9 am registration on the 21st for student
representatives, which include those com
ing from as far away as high schools in
the Traverse City and Detroit areas.
First meeting of the General Assembly is
scheduled at 1 pm on Wednesday.
Various committee meetings will be
held throughout the GVMUN, including
an all-new “ Latin American Affairs
Council" which will discuss and develop
possible recommendations on, among
other topics, transnational corporations,
the status of Cub*, and inter-American
relations. Other committees and some of
their discussiori/recommendation topics
will be: "Political Committee,’’ resources
located in international waters, world
drug control; "Social, Cultural, Humani
tarian Committee," international environ
ment situation, southern Africa, interna
tional health concerns; and, "Ad lloc
Committee, world resource price con
trols, aid to developing nations, and
peaceful uses of the atmosphere and
space. The GVMUN Security Council’s
discussions and recommendations will in
clude the topics of nuclear disarmament,
inter-religious disputes, and the situation
in Spanish Sahara and Cyprus. The small
“ Special Task Force" will concentrate on
research and recommendations on Char
ter revisions.
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Research Staff Proposes Auto Safety Changes
BY DAVE WALKER
Several members of the senior research staff at the University of
Michigan Highway Safety Research Institute recently expressed their
views on automotive occupant restraint systems.
In a letter to Secretary of Transportation William T. Coleman, re
searchers recommended that the Department of Transportation (DOT)
pursue their suggestions on the use o f air-bag and lap-shoulder belt
systems.
Concerning the lap-shoulder belts, the researchers suggested that
the DOT should; require the use of the belts by their employees and
others using DOT-owned vehicles; ask the President and Cabinet to
make similar requirements for all Federal employees and Federallyowned vehicles; support state efforts to promote belt usage; and con
tinue evaluating the belt’s effectiveness in crash-loss reduction.

Concerning the bags, the researchers asked the DOT to; provide
for a larger number of air-bag equipped vehicles to produce more data
on the system; evaluate the efficiency of the air-bag system in crash loss
reduction; and suggest that air bags be required in all government pur
chased and leased vehicles.
The researchers suggested that their approach would allow develop
ment of the air-bag system without undue risk to the public and at a
minimal cost to the taxpayer. It would also allow the government to
directly assume the responsibility for air-bag failure, according to the
researchers a ‘not unreasonable’ assumption.
The group ended the*~ appeal by stating that development on other
forms o f passenger restraint should not cease, and that further study in
to making the lap-shoulder belt systems more comfortable to the user.
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Name Change To Cause Some Novelty Problems
BY DAVE BUR CESS
When mentioned in casual conversa
tion, GVSC’s proposed university-status
elicits a chorus of cheers, hurrahs, and
other affirmative exclamations. But not
from the Bookstore.

supplies for next fall until we find out
if we’re going to !>ecome a university
or not.”

The Bookstore shelves arc filled
with hundreds of T-shirts, gift items,
and paper supplies, all hearing the logo
of GRAND VAI.I.EY STATE COL
LEGES .1 logo which will liecomc ob
solete if GVSC Ixrcomcs a university/

Gray isn’t exactly sure what will he
done, but when asked if the T-shirts and
specialty items would be reduced in
price, she did say that it "was a possi
bility.”
“ Maybe people will want to buy
them as collector’s items,” said Gray,
"Ix-cause the design will change if we
become a university.”

Lois Gray, a Bookstore staff mcml»er, is unsure what will happen. “ Ever
since we heard the news, we’ve stopped
ordering supplies with the GRAND
VALLEY STATE COLLEGES logo,”
said Gray. "We can't order our paper

Howard VandeVussc, of the pur
chasing department, agrees with Gray.
“ No one realizes how many things will
need to be changed: letterheads, cata
logues, road signs, and the stone sign
on M-45, to name a few.”
Lanthorn photo by Tom Sumner

TASTELESS ARTICLE OF THE WEEK

“I Just Like The Pictures”

A rt fo r A rt’s Sake
Was it art, or was it just butchery?
Months after Don Morgan’s performance
administrators at the University of South
Carolina arc settling for the latter.
Morgan presented a conceptual per
formance on food preparation for mem
bers of his studio art course. The per
formance included wringing a live
chicken's neck, plucking its feathers and
gutting it.
Morgan claimed that the purpose of
the display was to expose students to the
process of food preparation. “ I believe
that we forget sometimes that for every
item packaged in plastic in the meat
counter, someone had to kill," he ex
plained.
After Morgan’s performance, another
student decided that he was also passing
through his animal death period. He pro
posed that students in a sculpture class
bring their cats into the school's gallery.
The cats were to be turned loose with

mice from the biology department.
That’s where the head of the art]
department drew the line, and forbade!
any exhibits that included the killing of j
an animal. Morgan claimed his right to]
freedom of speech was violated by the!
regulation.
Administrators have alleged that]
Morgan's display may have been illegal,]
but the student legal counsel rebuts that]
charge, claiming the administrators are]
“going out on a limb” when they sayj
butchering in a school is illegal.
Meanwhile,. Art Dean John O ’Neil j
asked, "How many chicken throats do
you have to cut, or necks to wring, be
fore the shock value of it is complete?"]
Another faculty member chimed in, “ The]
seeds of Charles Manson arc implanted."]
Morgan, however, is still sure that the]
performance was art, and has asked the|
school’s student senate to investigate.

Film Series Will Feature Classics
The continuing “ Greatest Film Series
Ever", sponsored by Campus Activities,
will feature classics in April.
The films arc: “ Shall Will Dance",
starring Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers;
April 21 at 2:00 and 8:00 pm in 132
LHH. "Swing Time", again starring Fred
Astaire and Ginger Rogers; April 23 at
12:00 noon and 8:00 pm in 132 LHH,
and “ Summer of ’42”, starring Jennifer

O'Neal and Gary Grimes.
On May 1 “ Start the Revolution
Without Me", with Gene Wilder and Don
ald Sutherland will be shown at 8:00 pm
in 132 LHH.
I
Film features for May will include
films with Errol Flyn, Bogie, Hitchcock
and the Marx Brothers. "Reefer Madness”
and “ Let It Be" will also be shown.

What kind of man reads Playboy? A
secretive one apparently, who doesn't
want people to know he reads Hugh Hef
ner's slick, glossy plaything.
That is the conclusion of the recently
rrlacascd Simmons Survey, a yearly study
that supposedly determines how many
total people actually read each edition
of the nation's 65 leading magazines.
“ Playboy comes out in a fascinating
way on terms of where it’s read.” a Sim
mons executive told The Wall Street
Journal. “ It’s amazing how often it’s
read in someone elsc’s home."
Only 14 percent of Playboy’s “ passalong audience" (as distinct from its
"primary audience” ) borrow the maga
zine and take it home, the survey found.

OfSQMBTtSNOVDU

A men's beauty contest, complete with
swimsuit competition, talent presenta
tion, and "moral virtue” questions was
featured as part of author Warren Far
rell’s Performing Arts lecture on men’s
liberation.
The beauty contest was staged in an
attempt to allow men and women to gain
a different-sex perspective of the in
formal and constant man-woman "judg
ing” that occurs day-to-day. The men
paraded, announcing “vital statistics."
while the women, encouraged to com
ment and criticize freely about the
bodies under consideration, acted at
judges. Four semi-finalists competed in
a swimsuit competition and an impromp
tu talent show, which included such
acts aa a Mexican dance and a rendition
of “From the Halls of Montezuma.”
preceded the crowning of the winner.
After-contest discussion revealed that
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Among other things, the Simmons
Survey also discovered that the biggest
winner among the top three weekly news
magazines is the conservative U.S. News
and World Report. Newsweek i readership was said to have declined sharply
over the past year, and more female
readers are turning to Time, whose over
all readership remained steady, according
to the Survey.

Men’s Liberation ?

DOONESBURY
HOU

Twenty-seven percent read it in someone
else's house and 37 read it at work.
Added the executive, "The number
of pages opened to is greater than any
other publication. The compulsion is to
fly through the pages. You don’t want to
miss anything."

*0DCKf
mouhsuh

Momuma

the men had felt a pressure to participate
and some of the losers experienced feel
ings of rejection. Farrell explained the
connection to real life, noting societal
pressure and the fact that in a beauty
contest “every single contestant, except
one, is rejected."
“Men believe that everyone else, but
not them, have problems,” Farrell re
marked. “But that’s the problem." Far
rell explained that men don't realize the
amount of socialization they are en
countering. The “negative and con
temptuous image of women" portrayed
in advertisements and children's books
may have kept men from taking the
sexual initiative," Farrell said.
The central message of the men's
liberation movement is "the recognition
that having external types of power
doesn't mean having power over our
own life," getting in touch with the
aspects of their nature which society
K> • mm ■■I I
has branded “ferr.ini:
■ • M V II
“Men must learn to integrate both
feminine and masculine traits and be
come human beings," according to
Farrell.
Real liberation should involve not
only "women coining up to where men
are, but men coming up to where
women are," he a id . "The whole pur
pose of liberation is to offer more op
tions to everyone," he added.
Some of the advances in men's libera
tion which Farrell hopes to sec begun
and extended m the next 10 years are
men’s birth control, protest against the
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Kruschev Remembers
The U st Testament Translated and edited by Strobe
Talbott. 674 pages. Bantam Books. Paperback $2.95.
This second volume of Nikita Kruschev’s memoirs , recently released in paper
back, reads like so much table-talk. The book is uncluttered with minute historical
data and cumbersome footnotes, simply because the ousted Soviet chief was not al
lowed access to official archives. He was forced to rely on memory alone to recon
struct the events of his political life-in this volume, mostly events after Stalin's
passing-and his voice is the voice of an amiable old grandfather in a philosophical
mood remembering the great happenings o f his younger life. His style is informal,
engaging and easy to read.
Under this relaxed and prepossessing surface, however, the substance o f the
book is a humorless and thorough-going defense of the policies and achievements
of the Kruschev Regim e, which frequently taxes credulity.
ro ccK

eat a t

FARM ER
JO H N 'S

OPEN

■ * 1

TUES. - SAT.
9:00 a.m. til
11:00 p.m.

FARMER JOHN’S RESTAURANT AND PUB
WE FEATURE IMPORTED BEER AND FAMOUS WINE

THURSDAY NIGHT IS PICTHER NIGHT
TRY OUR 3 pc. C H IC K E N S1.79
WE RE JUST 4 MINUTES EAST OF G.V.S.C. ON LAKE
MICHIGAN DRIVE

For instance, Kruschev’s characterization of the deterioration of Sino-Soviet
relations is highly dubious. He paints a glowing portrait of the Soviet Union as the
magnanimous, broad-minded leader of the communist world, and when China de
clines to follow the Russian lead, -refusing to cooperate with Soviet projects or tak
ing a different ideological line-then China is being ungrateful, unreasonable, and
she is hurting the communist movement. I would suggest that the Chinese regime
had good reason to fear for its sovereignty, to fear sinking to the level of a satellite
if powerful Russia's influence in China grew out of its control. No, the circum
stances surrounding the Sino-Soviet schism were not so simple as Mr Kruschev
would have us believe.
Another example: Kruschev instructs us in this book th;y the '62 Cuban
Missile Crisis ended in a victory for his regime’s policy (!), because, in the
agreement which ended the crisis, the US pledged never to invade Cuba. The
security of Cuba front American attack, he says, was the goal of Soviet policy all
along. To have nuclear missiles a few miles off the American coast .-which would
have been a huge improvement in the Soviet strategic position in the world at the
tim e-this did not even cn*cr the minds of the rulers of Russia. Cast in this light,
then, the removal of those missiles, under American pressure, was not a setback for
Kruschev’s policy at all, but a relatively insignificant occurrence. Baloney.
I'.ven in his reconstructions of talks with other world leaders, Kruschev sets up
himself and lus regime on the pinnacle of political wisdom anil morality. I iscn
hower, Nixon, Kennedy, Mao Tsc-Tung, all play a dull-muulcd (ilaucon to Kru
schev's Socrates. And in hindsight, Kruschev credits himself with incredible fore
sight, far beyond any of these men.
This 1984-style revision of historical truth, spiced liberally with the terms of
communist newspeak, is practiced in a mild but unmistakable form throughout
this book to justify and glorify Kruschev personally, his regime, and the progress
of Soviet Communism in general. Indeed, the revision of history has been one of
Soviet Communism's favorite propaganda tools ever since their revolution. So we
should not be surprised that Kruschev, a long-time high-level Soviet Communist,
should carry on the tradition in his memoires.
it would he unfair, though, to attribute Kruschev’s truth-bending ways solely
to the red color of his political skin. The fact is, fallen leaders just naturally tend to
write political "last testaments” which compromise the truth for the sake of en
hancing their memory. We have no reason to expect, for instance, that "Nixon Re
members” will lie any less defensive or any more forthright than Kruschev
Remembers.

W SRX W SRXW
F R E E F IL M S E R I E S

THE CAMPUS MINISTRY COUNCiL WiLL BE SPONSORING
A FILM SERIES THIS TERM. FILMS ARE A HALF-HOUR OR LESS
IN LENGTH AND ARE DEVOTED TO VARIOUS SUBJECTSPERSONAL VALUES, LIFE ENRICHMENT, AND SOCIAL COM
MENT.

f a tree falls in the forest
and there’s no one there,
who are you going to drinkyour Cuervo with?

THE FILMS WILL BE SHOWN ON WEDNESDAYS IN ROOM 225
IN THE UPSTAIRS COMMONS BUILDING. (USE THE NORTH
ENTRANCE).
THERE WILL BE TWO SHOWING TIMES AROUND THE LUNCH
HOUR, 11:15 AM AND 12:15 PM. BROWN BAG LUNCHERS ARE
WELCOME.
THE SCHEDULE
APRIL 21: ME AND MYSELF
APRIL 28: AUDITION
M A Y 12: THE PARABLE
M AY 19. STALKED (tentative)
MA Y 26: WALLS COME TUMBLING DOWN
Come and enjoy a thought-provoking film over lunch!

JO SE CUERVO* -EQU1LA M PROOF

IMPORTED AND BOTTLED BY < IWJ. HEUBLEIN. INC . HARTFORD. CONN

<
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B ra iM lG V S C Holds History Conference

at
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History Prof. S o ren so n a n d Travis.
Lanthorn photo by B rm fB rid g n

“On the basis of last year’s response,
and this year’s program, we are rated one
of the top 4 or 5 regional conferences in
the country,” said Charles Sorensen, CAS
History Dept. head. He also added that
he expects to draw more than 500 peo
ple, with a program which will include 35
sessions dealing with a variety of topics.
The History Dept will also publish
an annual journal. The Journal o f the
Great l akes History Conference, a collec
tion of select articles presented at the
conference. This will provide scholars an
avenue of publication for ideas or me-

BY JERRY MASEL
The CAS History Dept, will sponsor
the second annual Great lakes History
Conference April 22-24 at the Pantlind
Hotel, in Grand Rapids.
The Conference was organized in
1975 to serve scholars at the high school,
junior college and college levels to meet,
and discuss the discipline of history,
methods of teaching, and other historyoriented issues. This conference fills a
need for such a forum in the north cen
tral state area.
The 1975 program attracted scholars
from 22 states and 2 Canadian Provinces,
including students from GVSC, Calvin
and Aquinas College.

WJC To Offer
City Planning
Program In Fall
BY DAVF. WALKER

VILLAGE BIKE SHOP
--------- OF JENISON --------- Peugeot and F u ji, starting at $129.00
STOP in and take a TEST DRIVE!
prices actually lower than last year(on most models
please call us at 457-1670
L
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Doppm an
Pianist
April 22,1976 8:15 p.m.
Louis Armstrong Theatre
Tickets: $2.50 Advance
$3.50 A t the Door
Tickets N o w Available

Starting next fail, Wiiiiam james Col
lege will be offering a new core entitled
"City and Regional Planning". According
to WJC faculty member Ron Poitras,
" This core will insure that GVSC students
arc permitted to work and study in 'real
world' situations, with local planning
leaders involved throughout the pro
gram.”
Poitras commented concerning the
planning leaders’ involvement in the pro
gram, "WeTc trying somethin', different
in that students in the core will have both
an academic advisor and one of the local
city planners as a program advisor.”
The program itself was developed by
the WJC Planning Advisory Committee.
Members of the Committee included:
Richard Fosmocn, Assistant City Manager/City Planning Department Director
(Grand Valley); James Arnold, Director
of the West Michigan Shoreline Regional
Development Commission (Muskegon);
Donald l.ystad, City Planning Dcpartment(Wyoming); Robert Stockman, West
Michigan Regional Planning Commission
Director (Grand Rapids); Milton Rohwer, Community Development Director
(Grand Rapids); John Paul Jones, Direc
tor of Williams & Works (Grand Rapids);
Poitras; and WJC students Tony Bialiki
and Kris Streiff.
Core courses of the new program will
be “ Urban Issues” , “ Perspectives in City
& Regional Planning” ,"Technical Me
thods of Planning” , “ The Planning Pro
cess", and "The Planning Project”. Stu
dents selecting the core can then special
ize in various areas, including, Environ
mental Policy, Social or Quantitative
Analysis Planning, and Environmental De
sign.

F

he most Important
part-time
job In Michigan

That’s the Job of the new mlnuteman.
Lika America’s first mlnuteman, they
protect your country and your community.
See how you can join them. Men and
•omen 17-36 years old can team valuable
skills. People with prior military service
up to age 46 can earn in the Guard tool
Gat ahead in life— in today's Guard.
Call

1976 Premier Series

640-1900

for details.

thods involving topics in professional edu
cation. The first volume will be out some
time in early June of this year.
Professor Sorensen stated, "We are
trying to encourage college educators,
high school educators and junior college
educators to cooperate in the common
goal of transmitting the value of history
to the people while at the same time try
to encourage a dialogue between his
torians.”
Each year a major history scholar
presents the keynote address; last year it
was the noted John Hope Franklin from
the U of Chicago, leading scholar of black
history. This year’s speaker will be
Charles Dollar, pioneer in the use of
quantitative history, or the application of
hard sciences to historical analysis. He
will speak Friday, April 23, at 8:00 pm.
Ail sessions will be open to students
and the general public, including the ban
quet, which will cost $7.00 per person.
Students interested in attending
should contact Professor Charles Soren
sen, Chairman of the CAS History Dept
or call the History Dept.

Journalism
Features Area
Newspeople
Area professional journalists arc ad
ding a new dimension to "Journalism
355,” a College of Arts and Sciences’
English Department course this spring.
The journalists are being featured in spe
cial Thursday workshops throughout the
ten-week term.
Those taking part are Tom LaBclle,
the Grand Rapids Press, lecturing on
"Reporting: leads and Style" on April
8; Mary Kramer, Grand Rapids Press,
"Reporting and Interviewing,” April 15;
Nellie Wagenaar, The Grand Haven Tri
bune, “ Reporting and Arrangement,”
April 22; Joel Clark, Grand Rapids
Press, "Reporting and Features,” April
29; Lionel Spartz, The Grand Haven Tri
bune, "Reporting, Features and Re
views,” May 6; Stan Bradshaw, Central
Michigan University and freelancer, “ For
eign Correspondence and Features,” May
13; Larry F.dsell, Grand Rapids Press,
“ Sports,” May 20; Bob Keveney, Grand
Rapids Press, “ Copy Editing,” May 27;
and, Hoyt Carrier, Grand Rapids Press,
“ Photography,” June 3.
Journalism 355 is led by Richard
Robinson and Caroline Rodney of the
CAS faculty, and meets Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 3:30 to 5:50 pm in room
215, Mackinac Hall at GVSC.
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Surprise l Job Outlook

Why should you choose

GRAND VALLEY APTS? Bleak For Most 7 6 Grads
in d iv id u a l l e a s e s

AMPLE PARKING
LA UNDR Y FACILITIES IN EA CH BLDG.
CLOSE TO CAMPUS
ONL Y 1 MONTHLY PA YMENT
BEST RA TES IN A R&A

PER MONTH INCLUDES UTILITIES

OFFICE HOURS-3-6 pm MON-FRIDA Y
PHONE: 895-6351

Those who have hit the resume
route have already found out the latest
news on the job market for college
grads: employment prospects are bleak.
To be more exact, this year’s graduates
face possibly the worst job outlook ever.
The number of job offers for stu
dents graduating in the spring is smaller
than last year’s figure, according to a
recent study released by the College
Placement Council. "And just about
everyone agreed that 1974-75 was a
tough year,” said the council, an organ
ization made up of career planning direc
tors at universities
The drop in engineering and business
fields is puzzling, the council said, be
cause estimates from employers last
November indicated that job prospects
were expected to be good in those fields.

1)0°

0"

e space still available!

Job offer? to students at 159 col
leges arc 16 percent lower this year than
last year for B.A. candidates, the re
port said. For master's degree candidates
the decline is 25 percent, for doctoral
candidates, 32 percent.
The biggest drop in job offers ap
pears to be for students graduating with
degrees in the humanities and social
sciences. Offers for B.A. candidates
in those fields decreased by 26 percent
from last March.
The next largest d ro p-23 pcrccntwas for engineering students. Then came
the sciences, with a 12 percent decrease,
and business fields with a 4 percent drop.

I ROBERT DENIRO

DAY AND EVENING
1976 SUMMER SCHOOL APPLICATIONS
Are Now Being Accepted By
GRAND RAPIDS JUNIOR COLLEGE
{North Centra! Accreditation)

TAXI DRIVER
r »$ B R R C R in $ -4
■ ___

_

WITH THIS
CNTIItf AO
one TicneT

Just

Accounting, banking, insurance and
chemical and drug companies made about
the same number of offers as last year,
while offers rose form the automotive,
electrical machinery, research-consulting
and tire and rubber firms.
Starting salaries at the B.A level
range from an average high of $16,788
for engineering students to $8,580 for
humanities majors, the council said.
One bright spot in the council's
report was that undergraduate women re
ceived 27 percent more job offers this
year than in March of 1975. Job offers
to women were also 36 percent higher
at the master’s icvci.
Job offers to men declined 20 per
cent for undergraduates and 13 percent
for master’s candidates.
Nevertheless, the number of jobs of
fered to women is till only 16 percent of
the total offered to B.A candidates and
15 percent of the number offered to mas
ter’s degree candidates.
The bad job news for college seniors
this year is only the latest chapter in a
continuing bleak economic story. By the
end of this academic year about 1.3
million people will receive bachelor's
master's and doctor's degrees, according
to Harvard Economist Richard Freeman
T his is nearly double the number of dc
grecs doled out ten years ago.
Yet during the same time, says Free
man, the number of professional, techni
cal and managerial jobs in the U S. has
grown by barely more than a third.
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A c o m p le te ra n g e o f L i b e r a l A r ts an d B u y in e ss c o u r s e s .
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Diamond Boys Shelled In Openers
BY CORKY MEINECKE
You can forget about all the good re
ports concerning the baker baseball team.
A team that, despite losing its best hitter
and five of seven o f its best pitchers,
would miraculously rebound into a
respectable squad.
Wipe that team from your memory
and come back to reality. After a spring
trip that produced three straight losses,
Ph;l Regan's Inkers returned north and
promptly dropped five o f their first
six contests, including double header
losses to Ferris State and Central Michi
gan.
The only victory came last Friday in
the second game of a twinbill with Hope
College after a disasterous opener that
saw Grand Valley, alias the laker Mis
taken, commit'six costly errors to ruin
a fine pitching performance by freshman
Dan Faulkner.
Mope tallied lone runs in the fourth
and fifth innings, and scored two more in
the sixth on Terry Dick’s two-run shot
over the left field fence. Errors number
five and six made way for the final two
runs in the sevrnth. giving Hope the tri
umph 6-0.
Faulkner gave up only four hits, and
it took a single by laker Stacey Bosworth
in the fifth to break up the no-hit bid
by Hope’s Paul Spears.
Most of the large gathering of fans
that viewed the opening loss left and
missed what was to be the best laker
effort of the young season.
In the eighth inning of a 1-1 game,
it was Hope that suddenly got a bad case
of the “stone glove,” that eventually led
to a lak er win. A walk and two errors
ioaded the bases with one out and set the
stage for junior rightfielder Jamie Hosford.
Hosford attempted to separate thirdbaseman Terry McLouth’s jaw from the

gianccd off McLouth's face into leftfield, scoring Bosworth with the winning
run.
Sophomore Tom Garbow went the
* distance in the victory, allowing the one
run on four hits. Mike Dansard. who left
the game with a severe muscle pull, had
two hits in two trips to the plate, in
cluding a run-scoring double in the third.
Saturday, Ferris State scored two
touchdowns in the first game, and a
touchdown and a field goal in the second,
swiping a pair from the Lakers in the
GLIAC opener, 14-0 and 10-5.
The Bulldogs jumped all over Laker
ace Scott VanDyken in the first two in
nings, scoring seven runs on seven hits
with the help o f three walks by Van
Dyken and a pair of errors.
It was Hosford’s turn to break up a
no-hitter, slashing a double down the leftfield line to ruin Mark Newcom’s bid.
Stacey Bosworth, above, legs out the only Laker hit in support of
In the nightcap, Ferris took an early
Dan Faulkner, below, as GV splits with Hope,
Lanthom photo by Tom Sumw
6-0 lead only to see the Lakers come back
with five runs, Eric Hunting then hit a
two-run homer in the seventh to clinch
the win for Ferris.
At Central, the Chippewa batters
feasted on Laker pitching, rolling over
Grand Valley 10-1 and 15-2. In the first
game, lefty Mike Urban had the Lakers in
the contest until a line drive off his left
wrist forced him to leave the game, trail
ing 2-1 in the seventh. Six unearned
runs later in the inning spelled defeat
number four for Grand Valley.
A dark clood continues to follow
Reed Johnson, who has been hitting the
baii weii with n o t mug to show for it, as
he was struck in the face by an errant
fastball, knocking out one tooth.
Nothing good can be said about the
Second game. . .so nothing will be said.
The Lakers play home again on
Thursday, hosting Sienna Heights in a
twinbill starting at 2 pm.

Trackmen TestRubber The Cup Is In Danger...
At Northwood Institute
BY DAN NILSEN

BY CORKY MEINECKE
Bill dinger’s track team got the feel
of the ail weather track in Midland,
(where the GLIAC will hold its track
championships later this spring,) over the
weekend In the United States Track Fed
eration Meet on the campus of Northwood Institute.
The Laker flash. Robert Eubanks,
turned in a time of 21.9 in the 220 yard
event, two-tenths of a second off the
qualifying time for the NAIA nationals.
Brother Carter also started the outdoor
season in fine style, breaking the tape in
9.9 in the 100 yard dash, good for third
place. Detroit Pershing freshman, Sieve
Flannigan made his debut as a Laker,
running the same event in 10.3, despite a
bothersome blister on his right foot.
The 440 relay team of the Eubanks
brothers, Flannigan, and Tony Cramatic
took second with a time of 43.7. Cram*tie also captured the long jump, with a
leap of 21 ft 9 and M inches. John Smagnre also took second in the 440 interme
diate hurdles.
Larry Harris, Bob Eubsnlu, John Wil
son, and Dave Hartley reamed up in the
mile relay to m m in a rime o f 3:24.8.

Pole vaultcr Lance Morey broke the 13
foot barrier, vaqjting 13’6”.
The meet, called low key by Ginger
because no team championship was in
volved, was a warmup for the Ohio State
relays this weekend. The lakers join al
the big team schools, plus many other
fine track teams in the Midwest in the Fat
Man’s city on Friday and Saturday, the
16th and 17th of April.

Every year, it seems, Grand Valley
athletes in the fall and winter sports put
a ton of pressure on spring jocks to cop
the covctcu GLIAC all-sports trophy,
otherwise known as the President's Cup.
For three years, they have responded
and the huge Cup has resided proudly in
an office over in the fieldhousc.
The pressure is on again this year.
Entering the spring season, Grand
Valley trails Wayne State by a single
point. 103-102, and Wayne is a decided
favorite in at least two sports. Ferris
trails Wayne by just nine points, making
it a three-way race, and the Bulldogs are
favored in baseball.

It will be close. Last year. Grand VaiIcy won the cup by one-half of a point
over Ferris. In light o f the underdog
image the Lakers carry at this moment,
even that margin of victory would be
mighty impressive this year.

Here arc the current point standings
for the Cup:
Wayne S tate.......... : . . . ................103
Grand Valley . . . . . . . . ................102
Ferris S ta t e .....................
H illsdale..........................
Northern Michigan............. .................. 58
Lake Superior..................... ...................56
Oakland................................
Saginaw V alley..................
N orthw ood........................

..B ut N etters D o Their P art

BILL CLINGER

DETROIT - Grand Valley State
pulled off its first major upset of the
spring season last weekend when the ten
nis team edged conference favorite
Wayne State 5-4 in a GLIAC meetiiig here
Friday.
A highly-compctitive match saw five
different tiebreakers and six of the nine
matches require third sets.
Wayne is defending tennis king in
GLJAC a n
thisseaso

MV) A Jo*
RMH *2. 2 1 . 7-8; • M Bwiko IWS) A Ham
Jmfcmn 8 1 . 8-7, 8-2; Kurt VandarKlout
•88) A tarry MtKay 7-8. 7-8. Ora*
MV) A Kurt Uafehrand 8 2 . 83;
«»8) A Tim McKay 8 8 ,8 R 83;
MV> AOuuCHuw 8 2 ,8 A
Om Mbb • WssiIu I m-8 . Matter MV) A
i-Vs— rKlaat 8 * 8 7 . 8 4 ;
MV) A Bank
M A T .
H ua a s

- x
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Time Outwith Dan Nilsen
*

*

Ouch.
In more ways than one, that word sums up Grand Valley baseball fortunes
(or rather, misfortunes) in the first week of play this spring.
To put it mildly, the Lakers have taken their lumps, both in body and spirit,
while fashioning an overall record thus far of 1-8, including an 0-3 mark down
south.
What hurts more than the unimpressive ledger is the manner in which the
Lakers have been beaten. After splitting a doublehesder with Mope. Coach Phil
Regan’s crew was, in bloody succession, trounced 14-0 and 10-5 by Ferris State,
and 10-1 and 15-2 by Central Michigan University.
•
(.aker pitching is being shelled, defensive lapses arc common and there
appears to be little compensation from laker bats (note just ten runs in their
last six games).
Adding salt to a gaping wound, three players have been injured in that short
period. First, Make Dansard, a junior outfielder considered critical to Grand
Vslley’s offense, pulled a muscie against Hope and will not play again until this
weekend at the earliest.
Then, Reed Johnson was struck in the face by a fastball, knocking a tooth
out of his mouth and knocking a key defensive player out of the lak er outfield.
And finally, Mike Urban, a transfer pitcher, was hit on the wrist by a line
drive, forcing him out of a game he was trailing just 2-1 in the seventh inning
at Central. With his departure, the roof fell in.
But take heart. In the midst of all this disaster, the outlook still can be con
sidered at least partially bright. Believe it or not, the lakers are simply taking a
little longer to get going than most other team s-tcam s which, incidentally, en
joyed a little more exposure in the southern sun than the three games Grand Val«K lr rn nla v
/ uwc
—-------—
i—/ *
Scon VanDyken, pounded into submission each time he has taken the
mound so far, will not continue to surrender seven runs every two innings.
Urban is ready to pitch again, and eager to claim that first victory which was
taken away from him in Mount Pleasant.
Laker bats, which connected at a lowly .191 clip last year, will warm,
led by Jamie Hosford (the only consistent hitter thus far) and a rejuvenated
Da nurd.
And remember, Grand Valley has demonstrated it can win—evidenced by
the 2-1, eight-inning victory over Hope as solid defense and Tom Garbow shut
off the Dutchmen.
Don’t get down on Regan just yet. With the season already a week old. he’s
still conducting a crash course in spring training with a green squad that lists
12 freshmen and sophomores on a roster of 21.
Give the man a chance.

Men’s crew, under direction of Paul Springer (right), looks to re
match with Notre Dame.
Photo co u rtn y OR
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Men, Women Take 2nd
BY MARGARET O’DWYF.R
Both the mens’ and womens' crews
debuted on the St. Joseph river in South
Bend, Indiana Saturday, each taking
second place in Notre Dame hosted re
gattas.
Fighting one and a half foot waves
and an overly zealous Irish shell, the
varsity oarsmen docked a 6:09 on the
2,000-mcter course, eight seconds short
of Notre Dame and a slim second ahead
of Wayne State. The lakers overcame
Wayne after the 1,000 meter mark and
neared the Irish boat, but were cut off
by the host crew with 250 meters remain
ing. Notre Dame cruised across the finish
line without drawing the toul trom of
ficials.
Having had just one week of practice
prior td the meet, the lakers rowed up
to their expected level, according to
Coach Springer. "Notre Dame had three

weeks on the water, while we just started
rowing. With a little more time we’ll be
much stronger and, I think, far ahead of
both Notre Dame and Wayne by MAURA
(Mid America Rowing Association) cham
pionship time." (May 1)
Grand Valley also entered a novice
boat in Saturday's meet, which finished
in 6:40, 32 seconds behind Notre Dame.
And, in womens’ competition, the
Irish again prevailed, outdistancing the
varsity by a 3:14-3:33 margin, and
winning the novice race, 4:47-5 13.
"It's almost to our advantage to be
behind at this point in the season," says
Springer. "I think we’ll be more aware
of our weaknesses and will concentrate
harder for our upcoming regattas."
Next on the laker schedule is an
April 17th mens' race at Wayne State.
Their initial home regatta takes place
April 24 against Purdue, simultaneously
with a womens’ race.

Barb Johnson: Olympics In Sight
BV MARGARET O’DWYER
Last February, Sheila Young and
Dorothy Hamel brought national atten
tion to a previously little known sport,
speed skating, with their Olympic perfor
mances at Innsbruck.
Grand Valley has its own ice flashshe's Barbara Johnson, a sandy-haired
sophomore from Wyandotte, who’s been
a key figure in bringing the sport to noto
riety in Grand Rapids.
Johnson, a sports information assis
tant at GVSC, had been racing since she
was ten years old with the Wyandotte
Speed Skating Club. But when she trans
ferred to Allendale in September of 1974,
there were no local associations with
which to practice.
So, she instinctively contacted the
Jolly Roger Ice Arena, godfather of local
winter sports, and inquired about work
ing out at their facility. They agreed to
let her practice, and she began training
for competition with the nine Michigan
Speed
Skating
Association-affiliated
clubs. At Jolly Roger, Barb met another
Allendale skater, John "Skip” Obermeyer, who was practicing for the exercise.
The pair worked out occasionally during
1974-75 on both the Jolly Roger rink
and. in colder weather, on East Lake, be
hind Eastbrook Mall on 28th Street.
But. this year, both Serb and John
contracted the ice fever.
Obermeyer
joined the Midland Speed Skating Asso

ciation, and Barb began to practice at
Jolly Roger five mornings a week.
"The possibility of hosting a meet
and the idea of starting a Grand Rapids
club just really turned on the switch,"
says Barb. "We got the idea of starting
a club this December. Skaters must be
long to a club in order to compete in
Michigan Speed Skating Associationsanctioned races, so we thought local
people would be interested."
Obermeyer began to bring his chil
dren down to practice, and several other
local skaters began to take interest.
Finally, the group reached their first
goal and sponsored a meet March 20th at
Jolly Roger, in which Barb skated to
firsts in all four womens' categories-the
1500, 1000, 800, and 400 meter races.
This season turned out to be her best
in 12 years. In February, she took first in
the Birmingham-sponsored skate chase.
Most recently, she participated in an in
ternational meet in Wyandotte, placing
fourth in the 1500 meter race, and fifth
overall among senior women, primarily
from Canada. That’s in addition to her
Grand Rapids Invitational sweep.
" I ’ve had a good indoor season," she
says. "Through practices. I’ve built up
my cardiovascular system, and have much
greater endurance than ever before.”
Last night, the fruits of Barb’s and
Obermeyer’s labors reached their second
a

goal.
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Association was christened as the pair
met with local skaters to elect a president
and to draw up a constitution. The club
hopes to host several meets next year.
Since her recent successes and in
creased endurance, Barb turns a hopeful
eye toward the 1980 Olympics. "I feel
confident now that 1 could have qualified
for the World Games, and the Olympics
arc a definite possibility."
With that goal in mind, Barb has a
rigorous road ahead. What Type of train
ing will she do?
"Well, speed skating uses the same
muscles (leg) as bicycling. So, we do ex
tensive bicycle riding during the summer,
in addition to stretching exercises, run
ning, dry land skating exercises, and
things to build up the cardiovascular
system."
Endurance is perhaps Barb’s strong
est area in skating. " I ’m not quick off
the stan ," she says, "but I like the long
est race, the 1500 meter, the best. I like
the distances."
Barb received her first pair of speed
skates at Christmas when she was nine
years old. She then joined the Wyandotte
Speed Skating Association, and competed
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until she was 14, when her parents were
divorced. Two years later, she picked up
another pair of skates with babysitting
money and has been active in racing
ever since.
Barb, a graduate of Wyandotte Roo
sevelt High School, resides in the Ravine
Apartments. Interested skaters can con
tact her about the newly formed club at
895-6065.
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* * Robinson House Council is sponsoring a car wash on Saturday, April 24 from 1-5 pm. The car wash will be held in from of Robinion House on campus. Donations are $1 and all proceeds go to Special
Olympics.

• • WGVC-TV Channel 35's Auction more than met this
year’s goal of S100.000. The final total was $117,COO, exluding ex
penses. That was almost double of what the station received last year.
Some of the unusual items that were sold included stud service, ceme
tery plots and even the jacket off the back of WOTV’s sports director
Warren Reynolds.

** Stage 3 opens up with a new production tomorrow
night
with "Streetcar Named Desire" at 8 30 pm. The production will run
through May 13.

• • The United Farm-Workers will hold a Marcha Por Justicia, a march for justice, starting from Holland to Grand Rapids May 7

* * Saturday is the Nature Trail Fix-Up sponsored by the Biology
Club. If interested, sign up sheets are posted on the Biology bulletin
board located on the second floor in Loutit.

and 8. For any prospective walkers call 454-0312 for further details.

* • An official delegation from the University of Sarejevo in
Yugoslavia will arrive at CiVSC on W ednesday. April 21 A n y stu d e n t

• • The "Rainbow People's Calendar: A Library Resource”
has been included in the Clearinghouse Collection of Urban Education,
as reported by the Columbii University (Teachers’ College) Center.
In this calendar, each day of the year shows important contributions
which have been made by significant members of all ethnic groups.
Illustrations of this were provided by students of WJC under the direc
tion of Daleene Menning.

interested in meeting the delegates should meet at the International
Studies Institute at 3:30 pm.

• • Today is the last day of the English Club booksale
being held in the North Conference Room from 11-4 pm.
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YUGOSLAVIA IS WAITING FOR YOU!!
We can still accept a few students for our

SUMMER

SCHOOL

IN

YUGOSLAVIA,

but you must hurry’ to catch that charter flight. We offer 10 credit hours in an interesting, varied 6 - week study program without
language prerequisites. FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE TO QUALIFIED STUDENTS.

1) A general Summer session in history and arts.
2) The Yugoslav worker's management social system.
3) The folk arts of Yugoslavia.

Your choice of program covers:

Part o f the Summer will be spent in the fabulous historic city o f Dubrovnik with lodging in a fine modern hotel overlooking the
blue Adriatic, with facilities for swimming and recreation; you can combine a meaningful study with an enriching vacation.

Departure from Chicago: ju n e i9,
descriptive pamphlet, with full detail.

Return:

August 18,

with 2 weeks of free time in Europe after the courses. Ask for

Y our fee o f $1,250 includes:

- round trip Chicago - Belgrade
- transportation inside Yugoslavia
- room and board during the academ ic sessions

- tuition for 1G credit hours
*- som e special excursions
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THIS A N D ALL OTHER GVSC SUMMER PROGRAMS IN EUROPE CONTACT;
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES INSTITUTE
ROOM 29$ - A USABLE HALLPHONE
8 9 5 —6 6 1 1 ect. 211 or 212

